How to generate Digital Trust?

Cyber
Resilience
Training
for Directors
Is your board prepared to review a
cyber resilience strategy?

Trust is fundamental to any business, no matter the sector.
Digital trust is created when sound ethics are combined with
cyber resilience. This one-day learning experience for directors
will be a cornerstone for your cyber resilience efforts.

“

The board as a
whole takes ultimate
responsibility for
oversight of cyber risk and
resilience.

”

- World Economic Forum, 2017.

Participants will learn about recent cyber-attacks and how
they impact businesses. A look at new technologies like AI,
allows to see how the cyber risk landscape is evolving. Using
real-life case studies, we will explore risk mitigation. We will
discuss how cyber risk deliberations impact board meetings
and the board’s committees. An approach to monitoring
cyber resilience continuously will conclude the training.

This course will boost director's confidence:
To understand the current cyber risk landscape,
Review the responsibilities of the board and its
committees for effective oversight of cyber risks.
Discuss the elements of a Cyber Resilience Strategy
and the steps towards its implementation,

Boards have a fiduciary responsibility
to preserve financial value, the privacy
of customer data and their company's
reputation. Recent massive data breaches
were a rude awakening for many boards.
This has elevated cyber resilience from an
operational task to a board room priority.
To ensure effective cyber risk oversight,
many boards invest in developing new
practices, changing board room procedures and acquiring additional knowledge.

All directors should share in the debate!

Most directors bring a knowledge domain other than
technology to a board. But all directors should be part of the
debate about cyber risk. Our research shows that only 21% of
directors are satisfied with how responsibility for technology
is shared across the board. The critical nature of cyber risks
demands for decision making to become more inclusive!

Gain unique board room insights!

This training has been developed by directors, for directors.
Our team has board room experience and is familiar with
overseeing cyber risk. We speak the language of the board
room. You won't hear technology lingo from us!

Appreciate the importance of monitoring and
incident management,
Assess how best to work with the executive
management and when to rely on external expertise.

Strengthen your cyber
risk oversight. Call us:

+230 525 03858
office@acoyvis.com
www.acoyvis.com

